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If the field of Global Security Studies is approaching a

rather messy and yet stratified crossroads, the Journal of

Global Security Studies (JoGSS) aims to direct traffic

flows at that intersection toward more meaningful desti-

nations. Doing so effectively will mean thinking broadly

about the field and our conduct of inquiry, even as we

establish new ways of bounding our topic and mobiliz-

ing a community of scholars to follow suit.

In reflecting on the journal theme, I’ll develop this ar-

gument by unpacking and reflecting on each of the ter-

minologies in its title and suggesting some propositions

about how they might be repackaged. The “future of

global security studies,” I argue, will be determined by

whether and how we instantiate a renaissance in think-

ing about studies, security, globality, and the future.

Who “Studies?”

Study is scholarship: it is scholars who constitute this

field. Who are we? How do we identify ourselves and

against whom? How do we cluster, where do we net-

work, and whom do we cite? The answers to these ques-

tions tell us something about which ideas about “security

studies” anchor us as a community of practice and why.

In the past, security studies was a community of some-

what disparate sub-communities, fractured by substantive

emphases on (say) great power politics or human security

or arms control. As Ashley Leeds notes in her Research

Innovation in this issue, these sub-communities exist not

only in the International Security Studies section’s con-

tributions to the ISA’s Compendium project, but stretch

into many parts of the ISA. We see this in themes used

by different sections, in new books and who reviews

them, in forums and points of debate. Part of the jour-

nal’s mission is to bring them under a big tent and get

them talking to one another. I suspect security studies

scholars will need to begin rethinking our topics of

“study” and relevant affiliations and readerships to

make this possible and fun. JoGSS, I think, will help

make this happen.

To build bridges between previously disparate flows

of ideas, a focus on thematic questions rather than sub-

stantive topics may be key going forward. Conversations

at journal workshops and papers in this initial volume

suggest to me that if we begin thinking about concepts

like “power” or “fear” or “territory” that underpin and

tie together various research traditions in security stud-

ies, we may begin to have more meaningful conversa-

tions across epistemological and methodological and

conceptual divides than if we group ourselves according

to specific approaches to these questions or specific

areas of inquiry. This approach will also connect

“security studies” to other sub-communities in IR—ISA

sections on Peace Studies and the Scientific Study of

International Processes are examples—whose work is

particularly relevant for our subjects of study.

Jessica Auchter’s paper in this volume, for instance,

shows how the concept of body counts cuts across and

engenders conversation between traditions in quantitative

and critical security studies. If examined closely rather

than taken for granted, it is an area where new dialogues

and synergies could arise. Similarly, Daniel Nexon and

Stacie Goddard reconstitute the concept of power as a

synergistic meeting point for multiple research traditions.
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In these efforts and others, concepts like “violence,”

“death,” and “power” provide sites for fresh and inclu-

sive conversations. We might think about how our ways

of doing security studies can lend themselves to such con-

versations going forward, if we focus on broad themes

rather than narrow substance.

What Is “Security?”

Whole schools of thought have attempted to answer this

question, but here let me just point out that we ought to

think broadly and critically about it as a matter of course.

JoGSS has the potential to be a space privileging a broad

view of the term, and I hope it will live up to this potential.

For example, as Laura Sjoberg reiterates in her contri-

bution to this issue, gender (and race) remain marginal-

ized within the wider discipline. Indeed, at the workshop

for this special issue, I was delighted when white, male,

senior, conventional security studies scholar Joshua

Goldstein pointed out the absence of gender in the work-

shop itself, aside from Sjoberg’s paper. Few of the other

papers incorporated gender in meaningful ways despite

some obvious opportunities. Body counting is innately

gendered; so are power, spatial dynamics, and ethical tra-

ditions. Goldstein’s point was that attention to gender—

and race—should not be limited to a token feminist the-

ory paper in the special issue or any issue, but ought to be

mainstreamed throughout the way we do security studies

going forward. The journal’s hope is that authors writing

on “mainstream” topics as well will build on this critique

and both engage with/build on insights of critical

scholarship—and vice versa.

It is heartening that both the spirit and institutional

processes at JoGSS will help incentivize this. JoGSS aims

not only to publish articles from multiple research tradi-

tions and substantive areas in each issue, but also to ac-

tively put the authors of each article in conversation

with relevant extant literatures beyond their standard

canon. The idea is to think big and broad and to provide

a safe space where branching out and synergy are en-

couraged. It is a tent where the architecture of the re-

freshment tables lends itself to inclusive mingling among

diverse participants, rather than to mono-clustering of

established communities. This will break down the ghet-

toization of ideas and debates that has characterized so

much of security studies thus far.

What Counts as “Global?”

Just as with its concept of “security,” I hope JoGSS will

adopt a fairly expansive understanding of the “global.”

Yet, “global” can mean lots of things, inviting inevitable

discussions about what legitimately belongs under the

big tent. The term has generally referred to the interplay

between national, international, and global security tra-

ditions in terms of both threats and policies. Perhaps the

term should not mean everything or be used too loosely,

but I believe we can think more deeply than this stan-

dard formulation in two ways.

First, I would like to see the discipline drill down from

the national/international/global nexus and consider lo-

calized security issues as part of the global security mo-

saic. In a globalized world, everything from children’s

experiences in San Diego’s gangs to community militias

protecting civilians in Iraq and Mexico, to reforming the

US security sector’s approach to campus rape could be

considered fair game as topics of study (Carpenter 2014;

Juttersonke, Muggah, and Rogers 2013). As studies on

the micro-dynamics of conflict show, such local processes

are key to the outbreak of violence. They may be im-

pacted by global processes and discourses, but they can

also be local reflections of trends that are global in scope,

and policy approaches are often diffused transnationally.

I would take the perhaps radical position that if it hap-

pens on the globe, and pertains to securing individuals or

institutions from threat, it belongs under the big tent of

“global security studies,” even where the “global” is not

the key referent point.

Simultaneously, and as Jon Western and Joshua

Goldstein expound upon in this forum, we need to ex-

pand our repertoire of substantive issues beyond the exist-

ing “global” (i.e., international) agenda and think truly

globally about planetary security. Climate change, ecolog-

ical security, developments in geo-engineering, outer

space policy, institution-building around asteroid protec-

tion, and governance of the oceans should be at least as

relevant to the security agenda as subjects that dominated

this initial special volume and have dominated security

studies to date: war, diplomacy, great power jockeying,

and violence. It is always surprising to me that they have

not. JoGSS has an opportunity to blaze trails in this area.

“Future” Studies Meets Security Studies?

This special issue theme invites us to consider the “future”

of global security studies, and by extension, the future of

global security. Interestingly, aside from Mike Ward’s pa-

per on the use of prediction in security studies, very little

time is spent in this initial special issue thinking about or

engaging with the future—or “future studies.” Yet, if we

are mapping out a future security studies agenda, it bears

thinking about where we are going as a species.

A recent survey asked laypersons and experts to pre-

dict what might cause the world to end—perhaps the
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worst global security/human security outcome imagin-

able. The findings demonstrated a key gap between citi-

zens and scientists on future threats. Laypersons

mentioned topics like nuclear holocaust, climate change,

and pandemic disease. But experts predicted that tech-

nology poses the worst threats going forward. Artificial

intelligence has the potential to slip the surly bonds of

meaningful human control. Nanotechnology could be

weaponized or cause accidents with global consequences.

Advances in synthetic biology could change not only the

conduct of war, but the very definition of what it means

to be human. Cyber-attacks could threaten modern urban

infrastructure and trigger societal collapse (Wong 2013).

Interestingly, security studies scholars tend to focus

on the kinds of threats laypersons worry about, not nec-

essarily the ones experts predict are most likely to actu-

ally threaten humanity. If nothing else, this fascinating

gap suggests a useful new application for securitization

theory: the study of threat perception around future

threats. Several years ago, Alexander Wendt and

Raymond Duvall wrote a piece entitled “Sovereignty

and the UFO” in which they reflected critically on the

unwillingness of governments (and by extension, secu-

rity studies scholars) to attend to the possibility of first

contact—possibly hostile first contact—from beyond

our biosphere (Wendt and Duvall 2008). The article was

not widely cited and was seen by some as pushing the

boundaries of acceptable thinking in security studies.

Yet at present, exo-planetologists are actively mapping a

universe full of potentially life-supporting planets. The

study of “global security” could much more meaning-

fully be expanded to think ahead to how changing con-

ceptions of humanity’s role as governors and world-

makers may be rapidly shifting.

At minimum, remaining abreast of policy develop-

ments and debates around emerging technology should be

a critical part of the security studies agenda as we move

into the twenty-first century. I hope the pages of JoGSS

will feature studies on cyber-security, developments in au-

tonomous weaponry, and the political, ethical, legal, and

military challenges posed by bio-enhancements, genetics,

and geo-engineering. But I also hope JoGSS will publish

work on how language technology is blurring our sense of

difference from nonhuman species, how advances in neu-

roscience or xenobiology help us promote human secu-

rity in relation to the rest of the planet, how the confluence

of medical science and public health policy might increase

security from pandemics, and a host of other topics that in-

terrelate to the canonical focus of our subfield on war, vio-

lence, and destruction. As Alexander Montgomery

suggests in this issue, the exploration of topics such as

these push us beyond a Newtonian conception of science

as well and toward new frontiers.

In short, the “future” of “global” “security” “stud-

ies” begs a multitude of questions about who “we” are

and how “we” orient to very big and rapidly changing

topics. If we are studying how to secure not simply the

territorial borders of yore but rather humanity’s future

on this planet as we map outer and inner spaces as one

unique species among many, our success and political

value as scholars may depend on a forward-looking, ex-

pansive, inclusionary orientation to all these terms of

reference. In any event, JoGSS provides a uniquely syn-

ergistic meeting point as we reconstitute ourselves, forge

new connections, and look ahead.
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